The Methanol Multibeam survey has produced the largest and most complete census of methanol and excited-state hydroxyl masers in the Galaxy to date. Observing the entire Galactic plane visible from the Southern hemisphere for 6668-MHz methanol and 6030/6035-MHz hydroxyl masers, to an rms sensitivity of 0.015 Jy km s −1 , the survey has detected a total of 972 methanol maser sources, implying a total Galactic population of ∼1290 sources with flux densities above the survey 3σ peak flux density limit of 0.51 Jy. We present here the statistical properties of the methanol detections of the survey, including distributions in flux density, variability and range of source velocities. The data suggest that the weaker masers exhibit greater variability. We also present an analysis of the Galactic distribution of 6668-MHz methanol masers. For the Galactic distribution, we present kinematic distance resolutions to an additional 202 sources to those published previously, and collate these with previous allocations, as well as exploring a recent Bayesian distance approach based on maser parallaxes to separately determine distances. We examine Galactic structure and determine the luminosity function of the Galactic population of methanol masers. We find that more luminous masers have an evenly distributed wide range of velocity widths compared with less luminous masers being dominated by narrow velocity ranges, with the implication that this may be tied to the evolution of the host protostar(s). We also see an indication that brighter sources are seen towards the arm origins.
, and include predicting a Galactic population of the order of 1200 sources. The MMB detected 972 sources across longitudes 186
• to 60
• (Caswell et al. 2010; Green et al. 2010; Caswell et al. 2011; Green et al. 2012; Breen et al. 2015) , which, combined with the known sources between longitudes 60
• and 186
• , gives a total known Galactic population of 1032.
In addition to the well-documented application of methanol masers in understanding the formation of high-mass (≥8 M ) stars, the intrinsic relationship of 6668-MHz methanol masers with high-mass star formation (HMSF) regions (Minier et al. 2003; Xu et al. 2008; Breen et al. 2013) , and their dust content (e.g. Urquhart et al. 2015) , allows for the distribution of these regions to be determined directly from the distribution of masers. This can be examined with respect to the unambiguous longitude-velocity space, as has been done for the masers towards the inner Galaxy (Green et al. 2009b or the top-down Galactic viewpoint, the latter requiring either the adoption of a kinematic model (e.g. Green & McClure-Griffiths 2011) or parallax measurements, such as those conducted as part of the BeSSel project (Reid et al. 2014, references therein) .
This paper is divided into four sections: a brief recount of the survey together with updates; distance determinations through the method of H I self-absorption (H ISA), adding to those of Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) , together with distance determinations through the recent Reid et al. (2016) approach; an analysis of the global properties of the masers; and finally an analysis of their distribution in the Galaxy (i.e. the distance-dependent quantities).
T H E M M B S U RV E Y
As described in Green et al. (2009a) , the MMB survey, using the Parkes Radio Telescope, obtained a one σ peak flux density sensitivity of 0.17 Jy (at a spectral channel width of 0.09 km s −1 and an effective velocity resolution of 0.11 km s −1 ) across the Galactic longitude region 186
• , through the Galactic Centre, to 60 • , with a latitude extent of ±2
• . Sources were re-observed with targeted observations to obtain accurate spectra (so-called 'MX observations), and all new sources were followed up with observations with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) or the MERLIN array, to obtain high-resolution positions. The survey detected 972 sources, of which 360 sources were new discoveries. The detection rate of the MMB Parkes survey was 1.03 sources deg −2 across the entire survey region and 1.91 sources deg −2 for the symmetric coverage of the inner Galaxy (±60
• ). Previous surveys (non-targeted) have yielded detection rates between 0.22 sources deg −2 (Pestalozzi et al. 2005 ) and greater than 10 sources deg −2 (Caswell 1996a,b; Ellingsen et al. 1996) . These factors were greatly influenced by the survey regions, in terms of both the latitude coverage (with approximately ±0.
• 5 yielding higher rates than broader latitude surveys, due to the tight distribution of masers to the plane) and the longitude coverage (the lower end observed towards the outer Galaxy, the upper towards the Galactic Centre).
Update to catalogue
Here, we note a minor update to a source published in the MMB catalogues: The source 14.457−0.143 requires a correction to the declination listed in Green et al. (2010) , i.e. it should be listed as −16
• 26 57. 5.
D I S TA N C E S TO 6 6 6 8 -M H Z M E T H A N O L M A S E R S
Ideally, distances to maser sources are determined directly through astrometric observations of their parallaxes with very long baseline interferometry (Brunthaler et al. 2011) . However, the data do not yet exist for the vast majority of the MMB catalogue: the most recent compilation, Reid et al. (2014) , providing distances to ∼100 sources north of declination −38
• (∼30 per cent with negative declinations). The only methanol maser sources with astrometric parallax distances south of this declination are those in Krishnan et al. (2015 Krishnan et al. ( , 2017 .
As a substitute, kinematic models are used to estimate the distance. Kinematic distances have two main limitations: First, there is the ability of the kinematic model to accurately portray the Galactic rotation at any given location within the Galaxy; secondly, for sources within the solar circle, where velocities correspond to two distances, there is the non-trivial issue of resolving the ambiguity between a near and a far distance. Nevertheless, kinematic distances provide our best current estimate, and in this section, we explore two kinematic methods to determine distances to sources: The first resolves ambiguities through examining H I profiles, and the second resolves ambiguities through associating sources with spiral arms with astrometric parallax measurements. We discuss a comparison of the results of both techniques, and then utilize one method for distance-dependent population properties (presented in Section 5). For comparison, the results of the other method are shown in the online appendices.
Kinematic distances and H ISA
Distances to a large portion of the sources in the MMB catalogue (the first three catalogues plus previously known sources) have already been determined through the assumption of a flat rotation curve McMillan & Binney 2010) and the use of the technique of H ISA (Heeschen 1955; Burton, Liszt & Baker 1978; Liszt, Burton & Bania 1981) to resolve the ambiguities. This technique utilizes the association of the cold neutral medium, traced by cold H I, with molecular clouds, to determine if a cloud is in the foreground or not, relative to background emission. Distances to 442 sources were presented thus in Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) . In this section, we resolve distances for a further 202 sources, through assessing the sources published since that study (new MMB detections in catalogues IV and V; Green et al. 2012; Breen et al. 2015, respectively) .
Although kinematic distance estimators based on implications from (predominantly first and second Galactic quadrant) parallax measurements now exist (Reid et al. 2016 , described in the next Section), for consistency, here we follow the same method as Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) , taking the difference of H I spectra taken towards the source and an averaged 'off' position, together with the gradient of the spectra (the rate of change of H I emission with kinematic velocity) and a map.
As in Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) , the H I 'off' spectra were the averages of data from four 3-arcmin offset positions, placed north-east, north-west, south-east and south-west of the source (in Galactic coordinates). The offset scale was computed on the basis that the maser sites are compact, typically existing in clouds with diameters of a few parsec, as other tracers of star-forming clumps and cores, such as the ATLASGAL and BGPS surveys, indicate median sizes of approximately 1 pc or less (Urquhart et al. 2014b; Svoboda et al. 2016) . With typical distances greater than 2 kpc, this physical size equates to an approximate maximum angular size of 3 arcmin. We have used the H I data of the VLA (Very Large Array) Galactic Plane Survey (VGPS; Stil et al. 2006 ) and the Southern Galactic Plane Survey (SGPS; McClure-Griffiths et al. 2005) , to extract the spectra at the position and velocity of the masers. We also define the same H ISA classifications as Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) , where the 'mid-velocity' in the following criteria is the velocity at the mid-point between the lowest and highest velocity maser features assigned to a site: (i) 'Class A' near distance assignments as ones that demonstrate an absorption dip of δT > 10 K within 10 km s −1 of the maser mid-velocity against a background H I emission ≥ 40 K.
(ii) 'Class A' far distance assignments as ones that show no absorption dip with δT > 10 K within 10 km s −1 of the maser midvelocity, but demonstrate H I emission ≥ 40 K.
(iii) 'Class B' near distance assignments as ones that have an absorption dip of δT > 10 K within 10 km s −1 of the maser mid-velocity or slightly beyond the velocity margin (within ±15-20 km s −1 ) and for which the width of the absorption dip may exceed 5 km s −1 (and thus the negative-positive, 's-'shaped, flip in the profile in the gradient spectrum is less prominent).
(iv) 'Class B' far distance assignments as ones that do not appear to show an absorption dip with δT > 10 K within 10 km s −1 of the maser mid-velocity, but may have weaker background H I emission (<40 K) or a small absorption dip (δT < 10 K) near the boundary of the 10 km s −1 margin. These allocations may also exhibit potentially confusing fluctuations in the background emission.
We reiterate here the reliability statistics that were found for this method with the SGPS and VGPS data sets by Green & McClureGriffiths (2011) , namely that for Class 'A', there is >80 per cent agreement with literature allocations, and for Class 'B', there is >70 per cent agreement with literature allocations. The distances together with the H I spectra and maps are presented in the online appendices in full (Fig. A1 and Table A1 , and examples are provided in Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). Furthermore, we also present in the appendices (Table A2 ) distances that we have updated following the study of Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) . These are principally updates for astrometric measurements that have been made in the time since that study, but also include four corrections. In total, combined with literature allocations, we obtain distances for 778 of the MMB sources.
Parallax-based distance estimator
In addition to the distance estimates described in the previous section, we also utilize the recent parallax-based approach presented by Reid et al. (2016) , which assigns sources to spiral arms based on a Bayesian technique. Both methods have their advantages and limitations: The former is limited to those sources that exhibit H I spectra for which we can determine allocations, but can be utilized across the Galactic plane without bias; the latter is currently biased by a predominantly Northern hemisphere set of parallax measurements, and so its most relevant results are restricted to that hemisphere, but it can none the less be applied to the full MMB sample (technically all 972 sources, rather than the 778 of the previous section; however, for comparison, we restrict the sources to the same sample as found through the H ISA method).
For the implementation of the parallax-based approach, we follow the process described in Reid et al. (2016) , utilizing the FORTRAN program, 1 and have adopted the default assumption of the spiral arm association weighting to be uniformly 0.5, i.e. no preferential association. Briefly, this process consists of assigning a maser to a spiral arm, where the spiral arm is a continuous curve in longitude, latitude and velocity, anchored to astrometric parallax measurements. This uses a Bayesian approach to combine the probabilities (of arm association, kinematic distance association and parallax measurement association) to form a distance probability density function. The resultant distances (and their probabilities) are presented in full in the online appendices (Table B1) , and an example is provided in Table 2 .
Comparison and adoption of distances
For the 778 sources for which a distance could be determined through both methods, we found the following: 38 per cent of the distances were within the calculated error margins of one another; 49 per cent were within 1 kpc (typical spiral arm width) of each other; and the median difference between the distances determined through the two methods was 1.1 kpc. The majority of the discrepant distances were differences in the ambiguity solutions, where one method had adopted a near distance and the other adopted a far distance. The largest distance uncertainties are found on the largest heliocentric distances, and are typically for sources for which we would exclude their distances for analysis anyway, for example, with velocities associated with the Galactic Centre. The H ISA technique does not inherently incorporate latitude implications (high latitudes most likely corresponding to near distances), and the Reid et al. (2016) approach does not currently incorporate Southern hemisphere Galactic structures, and the Galactic Centre, fully. The latter is due to the limited data in the south (four maser sources currently; Krishnan et al. 2015 Krishnan et al. , 2017 , and the difficulties in obtaining astrometric measurements towards the Galactic Centre. As an aside, both techniques could benefit from incorporating knowledge of the angular scale of the distribution of associated Class I methanol maser spots, where there is an indication that a tighter spot distribution corresponds to a further kinematic distance (Voronkov et al. 2014) ; however, this could not be included uniformly for the current sample.
Unfortunately, the current lack of Southern hemisphere maser parallaxes makes specific (and quantitative) comparative analysis of the reliability of either method for the south limited. As such, in this paper, we choose to adopt the H ISA-based distances for subsequent analysis, on qualitative grounds: We adopt the H ISA distances on the basis that the H ISA method takes into account Southern hemisphere measurements, whilst the Reid et al. (2016) methods strength lies in the structures identified and measured in the Northern hemisphere; the MMB catalogue is also predominantly in the Southern hemisphere Galactic plane. Utilizing H ISA distances also ensures continuity with the previous MMB allocations (Green & McClure-Griffiths 2011) .
Although for subsequent analysis we use only the H ISA distances, for comparison, we do, however, provide the equivalent analysis plots from the Reid et al. (2016) technique for all distancedependent quantities in the online appendices (Tables B1-B3 ). Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) . All the sources are referenced as 1 Green et al. (2012) , 2 Caswell et al. (2010) , 3 Breen et al. (2015) , and references therein. H ISA class designations are (Green & McClureGriffiths 2011) as follows: a -best H ISA distance assignments meeting criteria discussed in text; b -H ISA distance assignments not meeting all the criteria; x -sources for which we were unable to determine H ISA; c -direct association with a continuum source; o -velocity or longitude implies outer Galaxy source; and t -velocity results in tangent point distance. All kinematic distances are calculated using a flat rotation curve with θ of 246 km s −1 and R of 8.4 kpc. The mid-point LSR velocity of the maser is used after it has been corrected for the best estimates of the solar motion: U = 11.1, V = 12.2 and W = 7.25 km s −1 McMillan & Binney 2010; Schönrich, Binney & Dehnen 2010) . Where distance resolutions have been made previously in the literature, they are listed (last column) as follows: CAS Caswell et al. (1975) ; KUC Kuchar & Bania (1994) ; KAW Kawamura et al. (1998) ; ARA Araya et al. (2002) ; KOL Kolpak et al. (2003) ; FIS Fish et al. (2003) ; MEN Menten et al. (2007) ; REI1 Reid et al. (2009) Rygl et al. (2010) ; NII Niinuma et al. (2011) ; RUS Russeil et al. (2011) ; ZHA2 Zhang et al. (2013) ; SAT Sato et al. (2014) ; and WU Wu et al. (2014) . We have ignored resolutions from the literature labelled as 'tangent point'. References prefixed with an 'A' are astrometric distances. For sources with astrometric parallax distances, only the parallax measurement is referenced. The kinematic distance errors are calculated from the uncertainties in the velocities and include a systematic error of ±7 km s −1 as detailed in Reid et al. (2009) . For the purposes of this work, the 3-kpc arm sources are arbitrarily positioned on a circle of radius 3.4 kpc from the Galactic Centre. V p is the velocity of the peak emission feature and V m is the mid-point of the velocity range over which emission is seen. Full table is provided in the online appendices; see Table A1 . Reid et al. (2016) . Following the technique, the last two columns are the probability of the arm allocations and the allocations themselves with the following notations: UA, unassociated; Out, outer arm; Per, Perseus arm; Loc, local arm; SgN, Sagittarius arm (near portion); SgF, Sagittarius arm (far portion); ScN, Scutum arm (near portion); ScF, Scutum arm (far portion); Nor, Norma arm; 3kN, near 3-kpc arm; 3kF, far 3-kpc arm; AqS, Aquila spur; and LoS, local spur. V p is the velocity of the peak emission feature. Full table is in the online appendix (Table B1) . 2). The dashed line represents those sources detected which were previously known, and the solid line represents the total catalogue (known and new). The blue shading represents the 3σ sensitivity (at a velocity resolution of 0.11 km s −1 ) of the MMB. The lowest bins above the sensitivity limit include red bars showing adjustments for expected incompleteness (Green et al. 2009a ).
OV E R A L L P RO P E RT I E S O F 6 6 6 8 -M H Z M E T H A N O L M A S E R S
In this section, we detail the statistics and properties of the 6668-MHz methanol masers detected in the MMB survey, which are not dependent on calculating a source distance. We utilize the 'MX' spectral data (Green et al. 2009a ) for properties such as peak flux density and peak velocities for the majority of sources; however, nine sources of the 972 did not have MX data (see individual catalogues for details), and for these, we utilize the survey spectral data as a proxy. Three sources associated with Sgr B2 do not have individual listed flux densities due to confusion, and these are also excluded from subsequent flux density analysis (and the luminosity analysis of Section 5).
Peak flux density distribution
The brightest methanol maser known is still the well-studied 9.621+0.196 (with an MMB-recorded flux density of ∼5200 Jy). There are 51 masers with peak flux densities above 100 Jy, 330 above 10 Jy and 118 with peak flux densities below 1 Jy, approximately 5 per cent, 34 per cent and 12 per cent of the total population, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of peak flux density versus number counts for the population of 6668-MHz methanol masers detected in the MMB survey. Although the detections suggest a flux turnover of around 1-2 Jy, taking into account incompleteness (Green et al. 2009a) , and statistical errors, the turnover is not statistically significant. As alluded to in the technique paper (Green et al. 2009a) , the potential flux turnover will be addressed with the results and analysis of the deeper 'piggyback' survey (Ellingsen et al., in preparation) .
Integrated flux density distribution
The integrated flux densities of the MMB sources were derived and presented in the fifth catalogue paper (Breen et al. 2015) , and their distribution is shown in Fig. 3 . The brightest integrated flux is ∼5000 Jy km s the MMB of three channels with emission greater than 4.7 times the root-mean-square (rms) deviation of their respective baseline fits (Green et al. 2009a) equates to ∼0.15 Jy km s −1 , providing significant uncertainty to the lowest bin of Fig. 3 . Above this bin, there appears to be a broken power-law distribution, with the break at 10 Jy km s −1 , and a fit below giving an index of 0.22 ± 0.04 and a fit above giving an index of −0.51 ± 0.03.
Distribution of source velocities
The distribution in maser peak velocity (measured relative to the local standard of rest) with Galactic longitude for the inner 60
• is given in Fig. 4 . The maser peak velocity is closely related to the systemic velocity of the star formation site it is tracing (e.g. Green et al. 2011) , resulting in maser velocities that follow Galactic rotation, with predominantly positive velocities between 0
• and +60
• , and negative velocities between −60
• and 0
• . The distribution is therefore best analysed in relation to Galactic structure (see Section 5). Overall though, there are 118 sources (12 per cent of the MMB catalogue) with source velocities within 10 km s −1 of zero, and therefore subject to large ambiguities with respect to Galactic rotation (and thus excluded from later distance-dependent analysis), and there are 68 sources (7 per cent of the MMB catalogue) with velocities greater than 100 km s −1 (i.e. |v| > 100 km s −1 ). A total of 75 per cent of the low-velocity subsample are within half a degree of the Galactic plane, compared with 97 per cent of the high-velocity subsample, which is likely a reflection of the proximity of the two samples, with the former nearby and the latter towards the inner Galaxy (corroborated by the fact that all lie within ±35
• Galactic longitude).
Velocity widths of emission
We define the velocity width of emission as the range (difference) in velocity between the lowest and highest velocity emission features detected and attributed to a single maser source. The widest such velocity range is 28.5 km s −1 for 305.475-0.096, the narrowest range is 0.3 km s −1 for 37.767-0.214 and the median range across the whole MMB sample is 6.0 km s −1 (mean is 7.2 km s −1 ). This is narrower than the result of Xu et al. (2003) The overall distribution of velocity widths is given in Fig. 5 , demonstrating a steady decline in number counts with width, meaning that we do not see clear evidence for two populations, between 0 10 and 10-20 km s −1 , as postulated by Xu et al. (2003) and attributed, respectively, to disc and outflow-tracing populations. We (with only 11 sources showing emission over ranges wider than 20 km s −1 ). A drop is seen for the smallest width bin, 1 km s −1 , a likely result of the incompleteness for the weakest features. The breakdown by flux density is given in Fig. 6 showing the brighter 50 per cent and weaker 50 per cent, and demonstrating an evenly distributed brighter sample but the tendency for the weaker features to have narrower emission (a peak in number counts for 1-2 km s −1 for the weakest sources). The weak peak could either be an intrinsic feature of weaker maser emission or more likely a limitation of sensitivity and will be further explored with the piggyback sample (Ellingsen et al., in preparation) . The distribution with Galactic latitude is shown in Fig. 7 , and shows a slight tendency for narrower emission ranges with larger latitudes. Velocity widths are further explored in Section 5 in relation to Galactic structure and derived luminosities.
Source variability
The majority of sources detected in the MMB survey were observed on at least two epochs, and sometimes three or four times, allowing us to assess the overall level of temporal variability in the 6668-MHz methanol maser population. The survey observations and the follow-up MXs were typically separated by two years. Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the peak flux densities measured from the survey cube and follow-up MX observations.
The median ratio of measured MX peak flux density to survey cube peak flux density is 0.95. Within individual portions of the catalogue, we have found this ratio to be 0.92, 0.92, 0.98, 0.99 and 0.89, each time attributing the decrease in flux density in the follow-up MXs to the smaller beam (3.2 arcmin compared to the smoothed 4.4-arcmin beam of the survey cube data) and therefore the greater impact of pointing errors on the MX observations, combined with the higher noise in the survey cube data. This was compounded in the 20
• -60
• longitude range, where a number of followup MXs were pointed towards the survey cube position, rather than precise positions determined from interferometric observations, as was standard practice.
Between the time the survey cube and the MX observations were made, 15 sources increased by a factor of 2 or more, and 53 decreased by a factor of 2 or more. This equates to 7 per cent of the MMB sample showing variability of a factor of 2 or more, which is consistent with the more dedicated variability study , who found that, even in the 48 sources selected from on the basis of relatively high levels of variability, flux density changes of more than a factor of 2 were not common.
In the MMB survey, there are five sources that decreased by a factor of 5 or more, the greatest change being by a factor of 20, corresponding to 294.977−1.734, which was detected with a peak flux density of 2 Jy in the survey cube and then fell below 0.1 Jy in the MX observations. The other four sources exhibiting more than a factor of 5 decrease are 294.337−1.706, 14.230−0.509, 358.980+0.084 and 45.071+0.132. There were two sources that increased in peak flux density by more than a factor of 5 and these were 269.153−1.128 and 264.140+2.018, which varied by factors of 6.3 and 5.4, respectively. In total, we find that 580 sources showed a decrease in peak flux density and 356 sources showed an increase, at median rates of 24 and 28 per cent, respectively.
Comparing only the peak flux densities of two epochs will underestimate the true variability of the strongest feature measured in the survey cube in the case where a different velocity feature becomes the peak feature in the MX observation. The peak feature from the two epochs differs by more than 0.2 km s −1 in 15 per cent of sources in the entire MMB range, showing that the peak feature tends to remain consistent. This percentage is slightly higher (25 per cent) for the sources that have varied by more than a factor of 2, indicating that these sources show higher levels of variability across multiple features. Breen et al. (2012) investigated the variability of 12.2-GHz methanol masers detected towards MMB 6.7-GHz sources in the 186
• -330
• longitude region, finding that the weaker 12.2-GHz methanol masers showed higher levels of variability than the sources with higher peak flux densities. We similarly find evidence that the weaker 6.7-GHz methanol masers show greater levels of variability. Table 3 shows the absolute percentage variations of the 6.7-GHz methanol masers split into three peak flux density categories. The effect of noise in the lowest peak flux density category will be more significant, accounting for a 10 per cent variation simply for 1σ survey rms noise on a 1.5-Jy signal. In comparison, for the middle category, the 1σ survey rms noise will contribute between 3 per cent and 10 per cent variation (and for the highest category, it will contribute ≤3 per cent). compared the fraction of variable spectral features in 2456 668-MHz masers, divided into four equal groups, ranked by flux density, and found no appreciable difference between the groups. While this appears to be contrary to our result, the Caswell sample, while large, was a result of targeted observations towards OH masers and was therefore biased towards more evolved sources with much higher peak flux densities (median of 19 Jy) compared to the MMB (median of 1.5 Jy in the survey observations). Due to this, their sample does not have a comparable population of weak 6.7-GHz methanol masers to show greater levels of temporal variations. At least 186 668-MHz methanol masers have now been identified as showing periodic variations (Goedhart, Gaylard & van der Walt 2003 , 2004 Goedhart et al. 2009 Goedhart et al. , 2014 Araya et al. 2010; Szymczak et al. 2011; Fujisawa et al. 2014b,a; Maswanganye et al. 2015 Maswanganye et al. , 2016 Szymczak, Wolak & Bartkiewicz 2015) . We have only a few epochs of observations and so we can speculate that only our most variable sources could be potential candidates for future monitoring for periodicity. However, since none of the 15 known periodically variable sources that fall within the longitude range of the MMB observations varied by more than a factor of 2 in our observations, this is clearly not a very efficient way of isolating the population of periodically varying sources. Green et al. (2010) highlighted 14.230−0.509 and 15.607−0.255 as particularly promising candidates for variability studies, noting their tendency to increase and decrease in peak flux density over the four epochs when they were observed.
G A L AC T I C D I S T R I B U T I O N O F 6 6 6 8 -M H Z M E T H A N O L M A S E R S
In this section, we examine the Galactic distribution of methanol maser sources, initially in the context of the distance-independent quantities of longitude, latitude and velocity, and then utilizing the distances determined in Section 3. In addition to the full survey results, we also pay particular attention to the longitude range of ±60
• , where we have comparable sensitivity about the Galactic Centre. Fig. 9 shows the distribution (number count) of 6668-MHz methanol masers with Galactic longitude combined with the distribution in Galactic latitude. The longitude distribution peaks overall at |l| ≈ 30
Longitude-latitude distribution
• , but at positive longitudes, the actual peak is at 30
• -35
• , and at negative longitudes, it is at 20
• -25
• . Note that the 35 • -40
• and 40
• -45
• bins show a higher number of known sources compared to the MMB (49 versus 35 and 34 versus 28, respectively). This is due to these regions having been observed to higher sensitivities by Pandian et al. (2007) and Olmi et al. (2014) , where a total of 19 sources were detected with flux densities below the MMB 3σ detection threshold and one source comparable to the threshold. Individual sources are listed in Breen et al. (2015) . The folded distribution is shown in Fig. 10 . The latitude distribution is tightly constrained to the plane with an approximately Gaussian distribution with a full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of 0.
• 54 ± 0.
• 01 and a mean latitude of −0.
• 04 ± 0.
• 01 (Fig. 11) . The width is comparable to the 0.
• 5 FWHM found by Pestalozzi et al. (2005) , and the mean latitude implies that there is no significant bias in the latitude distribution, although there is a minor tendency to negative latitudes, as seen in other tracers (e.g. Urquhart et al. 2011; Contreras et al. 2013 ) and likely a result of the Sun's displacement relative to the Galactic plane. The distribution is also comparable to that of H II regions, which has been shown to have an FWHM of 0.
• 61 ± 0.
• 04 and a mean latitude of −0.
• 09 ± 0.
• 02 .
Implication for total population
The MMB detection rate for the southern region of 186 • < l < 300
• was 0.12 sourcesdeg −2 , implying that ∼60 sources exist to the MMB sensitivity in the as-yet-unobserved northern region (60
. As a simple estimate, this would imply a total population of 1032 masers, which, factoring in the completeness estimate (Green et al. 2009a ), would imply a true total population of ∼1290 masers (with a peak flux density >3σ rms ). A caveat is that the unobserved northern region includes the local Orion-Cygnus arm, which may produce a bias between the second and third Galactic quadrants through an increased sensitivity to lower luminosities (with high-mass star-forming regions within 1 kpc). Fig. 4 shows the longitude-velocity distribution for the inner 60
Longitude-velocity distribution
• of Galactic longitude, overlaid with the commonly adopted logarithmic spiral arm model (Taylor & Cordes 1993 , transferred to the longitude-velocity domain through a flat rotation curve with a circular rotation of 246 km s −1 and a Galactocentric solar distance of 8.4 kpc). This distribution highlights that the peaks seen in the Galactic longitude distribution correspond to small regions in longitude-velocity space, rather than simply higher densities across all velocities. However, in contrast, the range of velocity over which emission is seen for an individual source tends to be wider for sources within these higher density regions (see Fig. 12 , which shows the distribution of the range of velocities over which emission is seen from individual sources, for given longitude bins). This behaviour corresponds to the distribution of velocity ranges and detection rates with longitude for the associated 12-GHz maser population (see fig. 6 of Breen et al. 2016) , and could be an indication that the more kinematically perturbed regions harbour higher star formation rates (and vice versa), although this requires corroboration with other tracers of the cloud kinematics.
The sources in the inner 20 • of Fig. 4 , which are unassociated with spiral arm loci, have been shown (Green et al. 2009b (Green et al. , 2010 to be associated with a combination of the 3-kpc arms (those in approximately linear distributions passing through +50 and −50 km s peak velocity of 157 km s −1 ) and the Galactic Centre (specifically Sgr B2, with the sources at a range of velocities at ∼0.
• 6 longitude). This association has highlighted that there is ongoing HMSF in these structures (Green et al. 2009b . The range of individual velocities (Fig. 12) shows a higher number of sources with small Previously, Green et al. (2011) explored the density of masers in longitude-velocity space for the inner 28
• through calculating a second-order structure function of maser velocity as a function of angular separation between maser sites. This involved creating a reference Monte Carlo simulation of randomly distributed masers, within the longitude range, and with velocities matching Galactic rotation (on the basis of a solar distance of 8.4 kpc and a flat rotation curve with a circular velocity of 246 km s −1 ). This simulation could then be compared with the real sample to determine if there was significant structure in the distribution (where a zero gradient fit would indicate no scale-specific structure). The study found a small positive gradient in the structure function of the real sample, departing from the flat structure function of the simulation for separations less than 0.
• 03 and velocities up to 30 km s −1 , and at scales greater than 3
• and velocities up to 50 km s −1 , essentially indicating correlation on small scales and clustering of structure on large scales. This meant that the maser density data for the inner 28
• could be smoothed on the small scales and binned on the large scales to produce a density profile.
For the current sample of ±60 • , if we adopt the same approach as Green et al. (2011) , we find that although the structure function fits are comparable to the previous, the larger source count, and greater range of longitudes and velocities (and variation of those with longitude), we do not find statistically significant separations between simulation and real samples. As such for this larger sample, we cannot simply bin the sources in the longitude-velocity domain when constructing a density distribution, and we simply present the distribution as is in Fig. 13 . We see evidence for increased number counts towards the origins of all four spiral arms and the interaction of the (long) Galactic bar and the 3-kpc arm tangent (Fig. 13) . Additionally, Fig. 13 shows higher densities at the Norma, CruxScutum and Carina-Sagittarius spiral arm tangents. This behaviour is also seen in the associated 12-GHz methanol maser population (Breen et al. 2016) . • to ∼34
Comparison with atomic and molecular tracers
• and VGPS (Stil et al. 2006 ) for ∼34
• -60 • , with the latter survey data spatially smoothed to the GASS resolution. The masers are found to lie within the extreme envelope of the H I emission with all sources within 10 km s −1 of the terminal velocity with the exception of one source in the first Galactic quadrant, 33.486+0.040, with a peak velocity of 122.8 km s −1 , which is likely to be a source subject to a large peculiar velocity (∼20 km s −1 offset from the nearest young stellar object in the MSX catalogue; Lumsden et al. 2013) . The fact that almost all the sources of the MMB lie within the H I envelope indicates that the masers follow the gas distribution and are not subject to large anomalous velocities. There is a lack of maser emission in the more extreme outer Galaxy velocities of H I emission, particularly noticeable for longitudes −60
• to −30 • and velocities exceeding 50 km s −1 , believed to be associated with the far side of the Perseus arm. We would expect methanol masers to be associated with the spiral arms on the basis of their exclusive relation with HMSF, but at these large Galactocentric distances, the metallicity (and, by implication, the methanol abundance) of the Galaxy is known to drop significantly (e.g. Balser et al. 2011; Cheng et al. 2012) , and this could directly impact the conditions for maser emission, most likely by reducing the flux density below the sensitivity limit of the MMB. The masers also broadly trace the H I clumps within the distribution shown in the integrated emission of Fig. 14 , with a few notable exceptions: high (positive) velocity Galactic Centre masers not significantly traced in H I; masers towards the terminal velocity between 20
• and 30
• Galactic longitude; and masers associated with H I emission between 0
• and −25
• Galactic longitude with velocities exceeding −50 km s −1 . All these regions have much narrower H I emission profiles, which are effectively smoothed out in the integrated plot. The H I emission profiles can demonstrate a peak either due to velocity fluctuations or increased density, and the broad association of masers with clumps would indicate that density is the dominant factor. The association also confirms that the bright/dense H I emission generally traces the spiral arms. Fig. 15 shows the masers overlaid on the CO emission of Dame, Hartmann & Thaddeus (2001), where it is clear that the maser distribution, similar to the H I comparison, broadly traces the brighter emission, and thus denser clumps, confirming like H I, that the dense CO emission traces the spiral arms. However, for far-side Galactic structures (negative velocities in the first Galactic quadrant and positive in the fourth Galactic quadrant), in contrast to the H I where we see emission without masers, here we find a number of maser sources that are unassociated with CO. However, this is likely to be a result of the CO emission associated with molecular clouds located at the far side of the Galaxy falling below the detection threshold. Also note that for the extreme range of velocities (both positive and negative) exhibited towards the Galactic Centre and Central Molecular Zone, it appears in Fig. 15 that the positive velocities are favoured, with predominantly more sources associated with these; however, this is biased by the 11 sources associated with Sgr B2.
A separate paper is exploring the association with the molecular (ammonia) emission, together with other maser species, detected in the HOPS survey (Breen et al., in preparation) , but Fig. 4 includes lines indicating arm tangents and origins from the study of multiple tracers of Vallée (2016) . It is worth noting that although the methanol masers align well with the other tracers, and through their association with HMSF will trace the spiral arms, Fig. 4 highlights that the arm loci of models have their limitations. Although the assumption of logarithmic spirals is broadly acceptable, they do not trace well on the smaller scales (where inference dominates data), with a number of dense regions/masers that do not fall on arm loci. A complete census of astrometric measurements will solve this.
Galactic distribution through kinematic distances
To examine the Galactic distribution of 6668-MHz methanol masers, we utilize the distances described in Section 3. As noted, these are primarily kinematic resolutions, with some astrometric measurements, and in total, we have distances for 778 sources. The distribution is shown in Fig. 16 . We find that the median (heliocentric) distance is 5.6 kpc and there are 15 sources with distances exceeding 15 kpc, with the farthest source being 343.929+0.125 with a distance of 18.6 ± 1.3 kpc (323.766−1.370 is calculated to have a slightly larger distance of 18.7 ± 1.1 kpc, but the large latitude of this source would suggest a near distance, as it would otherwise be ∼450 pc from the plane, which is well beyond the scaleheight of the masers).
The Galactocentric distances have the benefit of not relying on the resolution of the distance ambiguity problem. However, they do suffer a loss of positional information and are still subject to the accuracy of the kinematic model. We find a median Galactocentric distance of 5.5 kpc, and three sources exceeding 12 kpc. The overall Galactocentric distribution is shown in Fig. 17 . A suggestion of a peak at ∼4.5 kpc is seen, and additionally at ∼6 kpc, which is similar to those seen in H II regions (Anderson et al. 2012 ) and mid-infrared sources associated with HMSF (Urquhart et al. 2014a ).
The number counts for Galactocentric distances are broken down by longitude ranges in Fig. 18 , highlighting different Galactic structures influencing the number counts for different longitude bins. We see individual peaks tied to the spiral arms, particularly along the tangents of the spiral arms, which fold into the overall picture seen in Fig. 9 . This is to be expected, as the masers trace HMSF, which is known to be tied to the spiral arms, and so when there is a greater length of spiral arm along the line of sight, there will be higher numbers of masers. The asymmetry in longitude is likely due to the orientation and position of spiral arm features, with the asymmetry mirrored in our understanding of Galactic structure, specifically the orientation and interaction of a long Galactic bar (Hammersley et al. 2000; Benjamin et al. 2005; Cabrera-Lavers et al. 2008) . Here, we discuss each of the longitude bins:
(i) For the |0
• to 10 • | region, identifying structures is difficult due to the number of structures present (all spiral arms cross the line of sight, plus numerous Galactic Centre features) and the uncertainty that arises for velocities close to 0 km s −1 (where the uncertainty in velocity can have a large impact on distance, and has led to their exclusion from our kinematic distance allocations).
(ii) For the |10 • -20
• | region, the association with the 3-kpc arms/ring is prominent, as to is the Perseus arm in both quadrants.
(iii) For the |20 • -30
• | region, the Perseus and Norma arms contribute to a 5-6 kpc peak in the fourth quadrant, with Norma tangential to the line of sight, and the Perseus and Crux-Scutum arms contribute to a <5 kpc and ∼7 kpc peak in the first quadrant, respectively.
(iv) For the |30 • -40
• | region, the Perseus arm continues, the Carina-Sagittarius arm comes in and there is a hint of the Norma arm in the first quadrant, whilst in the fourth quadrant, we move beyond the Perseus and Norma arm influence and see the Crux-Scutum arm and distant components of the Carina-Sagittarius arm at ∼10 kpc.
(v) For the |40 • -50
• | region, the Carina-Sagittarius arm at ∼6 kpc and the Perseus arm at an ∼7 kpc are evident for the first quadrant, and the Crux-Scutum arm at ∼6 kpc together with the continuing distant components of the Carina-Sagittarius arm at ∼10 kpc are seen for the fourth quadrant. (vi) And for the |50
• | region, the Perseus arm almost exclusively contributes an ∼7 kpc peak to the first quadrant, the CruxScutum arm a similar ∼7 kpc peak to the fourth quadrant, and distant components of the Carina-Sagittarius arm remain present at ∼10 kpc.
Vertical structure and scaleheight
The distribution of distance from the Galactic plane, z, is shown in Fig. 19 . A Gaussian fit reveals an FWHM of the distribution of 56.5 ± 3.2 pc. If the distribution is folded, |z|, and fitted with an exponential, the scaleheight is found to be 26.6 ± 1.6 pc. This is within the errors of that found for the smaller sample of Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) , and comparable to those found previously for HMSF (see discussion of Green & McClureGriffiths 2011) , and those found recently (e.g. Urquhart et al. 2014a , for comparable longitudes).
Luminosity distribution
Maser emission results from direction-dependent beaming; however, statistically, the emission from beamed maser spots should appear the same from all directions (Elitzur 1992) . Therefore, we calculate the maser luminosity, assuming the emission is isotropic. We utilize the integrated flux density of the maser emission, as presented in Breen et al. (2016) , with the distances determined in Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) and the current H ISA work, to determine the maser luminosity. Taking into account those sources that either did not have a distance estimate or for which an integrated flux density could not be determined resulted in a sample of 732 sources. We first discuss the luminosities as a product of the integrated flux density and distance squared, and then as a function of solar luminosities with the global assumption of a linewidth of 5.56 kHz (velocity of 0.2 km s −1 ; Pestalozzi et al. 2007) , presenting the result in Fig. 20 . The two luminosity distributions are of course effectively scaled versions of one another (hence only the latter is shown). This can be compared with the estimate of the hydroxyl maser luminosity function presented in Caswell & Haynes (1983) , which has of the order of 100 sources at 100 Jy kpc 2 , and predicts a rise to almost 1000 sources at <10 Jy kpc 2 -this would correspond to a continual rise below the MMB 3σ sensitivity at the edge of the Galaxy (blue vertical line in Fig. 20) . A power-law fit above the MMB sensitivity for the luminosity in Jy kpc 2 finds an index of −0.32 ± 0.04 (note that this is a shallower index than reported in Green & McClure-Griffiths 2011 as a lower luminosity, courtesy of the more complete sample, is taken for the boundary of the fit).
The luminosity distribution derived here can be used to examine the expectations for the populations of nearby galaxies. For the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), four sources have been detected, with luminosities exceeding 500 Jy kpc 2 (Green et al. 2008) , one in M31 with a luminosity of 5120 Jy kpc 2 (Sjouwerman et al. 2010) , and a limit was placed on NGC253 of ∼1.3 × 10 6 Jy kpc 2 (Phillips et al. 1998 ). For these three respective limits, the Galactic population Reid et al. 2016 distances discussed in Section 3.3, highlighting the similarity of the resultant luminosity distributions). The blue vertical line shows the MMB 3σ sensitivity at a distance of 22 kpc heliocentric distance. The amber line shows a power-law fit to sources above the peak at 10 −6.5 , and the green line indicates the power-law index of the previous Pestalozzi et al. (2007) study. using the H ISA distances is 211, 45 and 0, and using the Reid et al. (2016) distances, it is 235, 49 and 0. We therefore cannot make any conclusions with regards to NGC253, but we can say that both the LMC and M31 populations are ∼45-50 times smaller than the Galactic populations. For the LMC, this is the same conclusion as found by Green et al. (2008) in comparison with the smaller Pestalozzi et al. (2007) catalogue luminosity distribution.
In terms of solar luminosities, we find the number counts peak in the region of ∼10 −6.5 L (the median luminosity is 2.7 × 10 −7 L ), and has a broadly Gaussian distribution in the log-log plane. The peak is comparable to the peak of the predicted distribution of Pestalozzi et al. (2007) , which was based on a model for a 2-Jy survey sensitivity, but the MMB distribution differs, however, below the peak. The MMB distribution (with 0.17-Jy 1σ survey sensitivity) has a Gaussian fall-off at lower luminosities rather than the rapid fall-off found in the previous (sensitivity limited) work.
With global assumptions of near/far distances, Pestalozzi et al. (2007) fitted a power law between luminosities of 10 −8 and 10 −3 L , finding an index of −1.7 (equivalently −0.7 for equal logarithmic luminosity bins). A power law is clearly a very poor fit to the MMB luminosity over this same luminosity range. Above the MMB 3σ sensitivity limit (at 22 kpc), we can fit a power-law index of −0.25 ± 0.04, and if we fit purely above the peak at ∼10 −6.5 , we find an index of −0.40 ± 0.04 (with a more palatable 10 per cent error margin, shown in Fig. 20) .
We can instead choose to fit the whole distribution, to incorporate the turnover, using a least-chi-squares fit of the distribution with a lognormal form (a Gaussian in the logarithm of the independent variable, also referred to as a Galton distribution)
finding a = 0.000 24 ± 0.000 06, b = −10.1 ± 0.5 and c = 2.18 ± 0.11, where the errors are the formal errors of the fits. The fits along with the errors incorporating the distance uncertainty together with the fit uncertainty can be seen in Fig is 1263 +1365 −632 . Finally, Fig. 21 shows the luminosity distribution with heliocentric distance against the MMB sensitivity.
It is clear that the distribution significantly above the MMB sensitivity limit will not change with future more sensitive surveys, subject to source variability, but the question remains as to how the Galactic distribution may change below the limit (noting that the limit shown on Fig. 20 is conservative, located at the edge of the Galaxy at 22 kpc), for which deeper, more sensitive surveys are required (for example, with the Square Kilometre Array).
Longitude-flux and longitude-luminosity distributions
The distribution of source counts over the inner 60
• of Galactic longitude is first shown in Fig. 22 split based on the observable, flux density, as the brighter 50 per cent and the weaker 50 per cent (flux densities greater than or less than 5.1 Jy, respectively). The proportions are largely in agreement with the notable exception of a dominance of brighter sources in the −20
• to −25 • longitude bin. The distribution of source counts over the inner 60
• of Galactic longitude is then shown in Fig. 23 split based on the distance-derived luminosity, split either side of the peak of the luminosity distribution described in the last section (less than and greater than 10 −6.5 L ). Here again, there is a notable dominance of bright sources in the −20
• to −25
• longitude bin, but there are also significant abundances in the −15
• to −10 • and 15
• -20
• longitude bins. The −20
• to −25 • longitude bin is coincident with the overall peak in number counts seen in Fig. 9 , and the dense ridge of sources identified in the longitude-velocity domain (Figs 4 and 13) is discussed in Green et al. (2011) . Given the approximately proportional distribution between bright and faint sources elsewhere in the plane (and the luminosity function described in the previous sction), the higher number of sources alone should not account for a larger proportion of brighter sources. This longitude bin corresponds to a combination of the following: the close proximity of the CarinaSagittarius and Crux-Scutum arms (within a few kpc of us); the tangent of the 3-kpc arms/ring; and the origin of the Perseus arm.
As the distribution in Fig. 22 is divided on peak flux density and not luminosity, the close proximity of the Carina-Sagittarius and Crux-Scutum arms could contribute to a larger abundance of apparently brighter sources, but the fact that it is also present in the luminosity in Fig. 23 negates this. The tangent of the 3-kpc arms/ring is only likely to contribute more sources to the sample, rather than brighter sources (unless the conditions of the 3-kpc arms/ring are special) and the Perseus arm origin could induce brighter masers only if it uniquely affected the maser physics. Brighter sources can be produced by greater pumping through higher infrared, and thus dust, temperatures, longer coherence length or higher methanol abundance (Cragg, Sobolev & Godfrey 2002 . Variations of the first of these, the dust temperature, are speculated to induce the periodic flaring seen in some maser sources (Section 4.5), and so we could, in turn, postulate that the dynamics of the arm origin interacting with the 3-kpc arms/ring are causing a systematic rise in dust temperature, which is then producing brighter masers. A preliminary comparison for this longitude bin with the results of the ATLASGAL survey (Guzmán et al. 2015) indicates that the masers associated with the arm origin (broadly those with velocities more negative than −75 km s −1 ) have marginally higher mid-infrared temperatures than those not associated (although the limited number of sources restricts the statistical significance). You would also expect to see overabundances at the other arm origins in Figs 22 and 23, and on closer inspection, there are indications of higher proportions of brighter masers at approximately −10
• (Perseus), +10
• (Norma) and +20
• (Crux-Scutum).
Distribution of velocity widths with luminosity
The variation of velocity range (as defined in Section 4.4) with luminosity is shown in Fig. 24 , and the distribution of velocity ranges above and below a luminosity threshold of 10 −6 L is shown in Fig. 25 . For both figures, only sources with peak flux densities exceeding 10σ are included (to ensure that we are not biased by sensitivity) and those exceeding luminosities of 10 −7 L (to avoid distance/luminosity bias). Fig. 24 shows an approximate trend for higher luminosity sources to have larger velocity ranges; however, Fig. 25 highlights that there is a deficit of high-luminosity sources with small velocity ranges (the distribution is rising above 2.5 km s −1 and approximately flat to 15 km s −1 , compared with an approximately linear increase with decreasing velocity range for the lower luminosity sample). The <10 −6 L sample has a mean velocity range of 7.6 ± 0.3 km s −1 , and the >10 −6 L sample has a mean velocity range of 10.3 ± 0.3 km s −1 , with a two-sample Kolomogorov-Smirnov test showing that the probability of the two groups being from the same distribution is 1.02 × 10 −6 . Similarly, if we limit the samples to those within a distance range of 2-5 kpc, we find that the <10 −6 L sample is 8.5 ± 0.5 km s −1
and the >10 −6 L sample is 12.2 ± 0.7 km s −1 , with a two-sample Kolomogorov-Smirnov test showing that the probability of the two groups being from the same distribution is 2.00 × 10 −4 . The implication is that physically more luminous masers have a broader variation in the range of velocities over which emission is seen, in turn implying that a broader region of the host object is masing. This could be the maser emission reflecting the velocity dispersion of several protostars within the parent molecular cloud as a function of mass.
As noted, the maser luminosity is a product of the methanol abundance, infrared pumping and the velocity coherence. If the increased velocity range was due to the methanol abundance, it would require increased abundance throughout the source object to produce a wider velocity range. If it was due to the infrared pumping, it would require a brighter infrared flux that reaches further through the source object. Finally, if it was due to the velocity coherence, it would require more of the regions within the source having longer path lengths of coherent velocities. The last of these seems physically unlikely, and the methanol abundance and infrared flux, however, could be a result of the evolution of the source object: the increased UV of the evolving star(s) releasing more methanol to the gas phase and heating more of the dust within the object (see also Breen et al. 2011) , evidenced in a possible correlation between maser luminosity and bolometric luminosity ).
S U M M A RY
With the completion of the MMB Survey catalogue, we present the statistics and Galactic properties of the largest sample of 6668-MHz methanol masers. The 972 detections have a peak flux density distribution tending towards a peak at the survey sensitivity and an integrated flux density distribution exhibiting a broken power law with a break at 10 Jy km s −1 . The longitude distribution peaks at 20
• < |b| < 30
• , and the latitude distribution has an FWHM of 0.
• 54. There is a tendency for narrower velocity widths for weaker sources. Source variability across the survey suggests that weaker masers (≤1.5 Jy) have a tendency to exhibit higher variability (∼35 per cent mean variation). The MMB sources broadly trace the dense CO and H I emission, highlighting, on one hand, that the masers do not exhibit large anomalous velocities, and, on the other hand, confirming the dense H I and CO trace spiral arms.
We determine distances for the masers, adding H ISA allocations to those published previously, together with also utilizing a recent parallax-based Bayesian probability approach for comparison. For the resultant properties, we find broadly comparable results between the distance methods, with an expected tendency for more refined structure in the first Galactic quadrant for the Bayesian approach (where a significant number of maser parallax measurements contribute). We find scaleheights for the distributions to be comparable to other tracers, but with the Bayesian approach producing a larger value. The masers are seen to be an effective tracer of the structure of our Galaxy, the spiral arms, and the inner Galaxy structures of the 3-kpc arms/ring and the long Galactic bar.
We present the luminosity distribution for the methanol maser population, and present a full distribution fit (lognormal) and a power-law fit to the luminosities above the nominal peak of the distribution. We see brighter masers (both in flux density and luminosity) towards the spiral arm origins, and we see evidence for a correlation between increased luminosity and increased velocity width of masers, potentially a result of more luminous masers tracing more evolved host objects.
